Roundtrips Itinerary

Villas Palapa Del Mar Holbox
Villas Palapas del Mar is a very nice hotel less than 50 meters from the beach of the Caribbean Island Holbox where
white sandy beaches with crystal clear water in different blue colours different from any other part in the world expect
you. The new hotel construction has all the amenities ready for your relaxing stay in one of the 52 suites on the Mexican
beach.
45 minutes massage in the spa of the hotel
Visit to the bioluminescence
if the weather allows it
Guided visit to the local market
Visit of a Mayan village

Day - 1 Holbox
HOLBOX (B, D)
Villas Palapas del Mar is a very nice hotel less than 50 meters from the beach of the Caribbean Island Holbox
where white sandy beaches with crystal clear water in different blue colours different from any other part in the
world expect you. The new hotel construction has all the amenities ready for your relaxing stay in one of the 52
suites on the Mexican beach. The location of the hotel offers both tranquility for the guests looking for an escape
from the busy daily working life or those looking for an adventure that can visit the Island for example during the
time (mid May to approximately mid September) where the whale shark is residing closeby to swim with them.The
hotel and its installations are decorated in the fine Mexican,Caribbean design and await the guests with a warm
welcome. Your beach moment includes 3 nights in the chosen room category and a delicious breakfast as well as a
massage treatment in the hotel spa and an exclusive dinner with an outstanding view on the Caribbean Sea.In
addition to that we have organised several moments where you meet the locals. On the second day you will be
acompanied to the local market in Holbox where you can buy lots of food above all tropical fruits and see Mexican
vegetables.A highlight of your trip is at the end of your stay and on your way back to the airport, a visit of a Mayan
village and school where you will learn details of this ancient and wise civilization and assist a class of a special
kind – you will be taught how to write your name in Mayan hieroglyphs and the basics of Mayan mathematics. The
local children will be more than happy to give you an insight into their traditions and daily lives. A unique
experience on the Holbox Island is the bioluminescence. If the weather conditions allow it and no moonlight is
present we will take you one evening to the southern beach of the island where you can observe this breathtaking
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lights.
Overnights: Holbox

Inclusions

Exclusions

3 nights in the Junior Suite in Hotel Villas Palapas del Mar on

International flights

Holbox Island

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Meal as specified in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

Personal travel insurance

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

or with public transportation according to itinerary

Visa fees

FOR EXAMPLE:
- Visit to the bioluminescence if the weather allows it
- Visit of a Mayan village
- 45 minutes massage in the spa of the hotel
- Guided visit to the local market
Private transportation on Island for the above described
activities
Guided visit to the local market
English speaking tour guide
45 minutes massage in the spa of the hotel
Admission fees according to itinerary
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Payment Details:
Group of 6 persons and
more starting from (p.P)

USD 604
Private tour for 2 persons
starting from (p.P.) USD 604

Booking Availabilities
Booking in between : 3rd May 2019 & 1st March 2022

Junior Suite Balcony
Single Supplement
Double Room Price (per person) - Booking of 2 People
Double Room Price (per person) - Booking of up to 4 People
Double Room Price (per person) - Booking of up to 6 People
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: USD 303.00
: USD 604.00
: USD 604.00
: USD 604.00
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